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ABSTRACT

The Journal of Studies in Language 37.4, 491-506. It has been quite a controversy 

what the nature of the Korean copula is, witnessing a growing body of research. 

There have been two lines of reasoning. One is that the copula is a clitic as claimed 

by Chung and Kim (2002). They claim that the copula, although lexically an 

independent word, undergoes cliticization to its complement to be bound, thus 

syntactically not an independent word. The other is that the copula is an affix, 

hence a bound morpheme, as claimed by Cho and Sells (1995). I will show 

none of the proposals hold. I argue that the Korean copula is syntactically an 

independent word. I present various arguments, morphological and syntactic in 

nature, to support the present proposal. (Soonchunhyang University)
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1. Introduction

A copula is a word that links the subject and its complement. As Higgins 

(1979) observes, the copula together with its complement performs either 

specification, predication and equation in terms of meaning (also see Akmajian 

1979).

(1) a. The lead actress in that movie is Ingrid Bergman.

b. Ingrid Bergman is the lead actress in that movie.

c. She is Ingrid Bergman. (Mikkelsen, 2005: 1)

The specificational VP in (1a) can be distinguished from the predicational VP 

in (1b) and the equative VP in (1c). Predicational VP in (1a) expresses a property, 

namely, a property of being the lead actress in the movie in question. By contrast, 

specificational VP does not predicate a property of the subject. It is rather the case 

that the subject introduces a variable x, which is the lead actress in that movie, 

and the post-copular NP serves to provide a value for that variable (Higgins 
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1979:153ff). In contrast to predicational and specificational VPs, equative VP serves to equate the subject and the 

post-copular NP. The post-copula NPs in (1) are thus complements of the copula in that they complement the meaning 

of the VP as headed by the copula. 

When it comes to Korean, the copula written as ita ‘be’, along with the complement also has the function of 

specification, predication and equation, as respectively shown below in (2a), (2b) and (2c), with IND standing for the 

indicative morpheme.

(2) a. Ku    drama-ese   cwuyeon  paywu-nun    John   i-ta.

that   drama-in     lead          actor-TOP     John   be-IND

‘The lead actor in that drama is John.’ 

b. John-un      ku     drama-ese   cwuyeon paywu   i-ta.

John-TOP   that   drama-in     lead         actor      be-IND

‘John is the lead actor in that drama.’

c. Ku-nun    John  i-ta.

he-TOP    John  be-IND

‘He is John.’

The NPs in (2), as complements of the copula complement the meaning of the VP as headed by the copula. In addition 

to the NP, the copula in Korean, can take other syntactic categories as its complement as well, including PP in (3a), 

ADVP in (3b) and CP in (3c).1) 

(3) a. Ku  pyenci-nun   John-ulopwute  i-ta

the letter-TOP     John-from         be-IND

‘The letter is from John.’

b. John-un           pyello               i-ta.

John-TOP        not specially    be-IND

‘John is not specially good.’

c. Mwuncey-nun     [CP ku-ka     nwukwu   i-nci]           i-ta.

problem-TOP            he-NOM  who       be-COMP    be-IND

‘The problem is who he is.’

As expected, there thus holds a syntactic dependency between the copula and its complement such that the latter 

cannot delete. For this, consider the sentence above in (2b), repeated below as (4). 2)

1) Some argue that the Korean copula does not take an AP as its complement as shown below in (i). 

(i) Namwu-ka      phwulu  (*i)-ta. 

tree-NOM       green      be-IM

‘The tree is green.’

It may be that Korean does not have an adjective as an independent syntactic category such that phwulu-ta ‘be green’ is a verb not being 

able to combine with another verb. (see Choi, 2019a; Kim, 2002, among others for the related discussions)
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(4) John-un       ku    drama-ese    cwuyeon paywu   i-ta.

John-TOP   that  drama-in      lead         actor      be-IND

‘John is the lead actor in that drama.’

The deletion of the complement NP above in (4) leads to ungrammaticality, violating syntactic dependency, whereas 

the deletion of the non-complement PP is innocuous as shown below in (5a) and (5b), respectively.

(5) a. *John-un      ku    drama-ese    cwu yeon paywu   i-ta.

John-TOP   that  drama-in      lead actor              be-IND

‘John is the lead actor in that drama.’

b. John-un        ku   drama-ese    cwuyeon paywu   i-ta.

John-TOP     that drama-in      lead         actor      be-IND

‘John is the lead actor in that drama.’

One can witness the same ungrammaticality with the deletion of the complement of the copula, namely, PP, ADVP, 

and CP, again violating syntactic dependency, as shown below in (6). 3) 4)

(6) a. *Ku  pyenci-nun   John-ulopwute   i-ta                

the  letter-TOP    John-from          be-IND

‘The letter is from John.’

b. *John-un           pyello               i-ta.                

John-TOP        not specially    be-IND

‘John is not specially good.’

c. *Mwuncey-nun     [CP ku-ka      nwukwu   i-nci]            i-ta.

problem-TOP            he-NOM  who        be-COMP    be-IND

‘The problem is who he is.’

2) An anonymous reviewer hints that (3a) and (3c) are slightly deviant in grammaticality.

3) Note that it is very often the case that copulas across languages can take various syntactic categories as its complement as illustrated in 

English below in (i).

(i) a. John is a physicist. NP

b. John is intelligent. AP

c. John is from New York. PP

d. John is there. ADVP 

e. The problem is who he is. CP

4) Korean orthography notates the copula without any space after its complement. It should be noted, however, that orthography is not 

always the precise representation of the syntactic boundary of words. One notable illustration is the light verb construction in Korean as 

below in (i), where the light verb hata ‘do’ is notated in Korean orthography without any space after the preceding verbal noun, although 

they are separate words. (see Choi, 2016; Park, 1992), among others.

(i) John-i            mwulihak-ul    yenkwu    hayssta. 

John-NOM    physics-ACC   research   did

‘John studied physics.’                                           (Choi, 2016: 133) 
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2.  Past Proposals

It has been quite a controversy what the precise nature of the Korean copula ita ’be’ is, witnessing a body of research 

in the literature including Chung and Kim (2002), Kuh (1988), Oh (1991), Cho and Sells (1995), Kim (1986), Kendall 

and Yoon (1986). Among the various proposals, two analyses of the Korean copula have been widely circulated. One is 

that the copula is a clitic as claimed by Chung and Kim (2002) among others (also see Kuh 1988, Oh 1991). Chung and 

Kim (2002) suggests that the copula is an independent word lexically. In other words, it is introduced in the numeration 

as an independent word, to put it in the minimalist terms (Chomsky, 1995). They argue that it later on undergoes 

cliticization to the host to be bound, thus not an independent word syntactically. Their claim is mainly based on the 

purported morphological behavior of the copula on the nominal template in Korean. The other is that the copula is an 

affix as claimed by Cho and Sells (1995) (also see Cho and Morgan, 1988; Kang, 1985; Park, 1988). The analysis of the 

Korean copula as an affix claims that the copula, being a bound morpheme, does not form an independent word not only 

lexically but also syntactically, mainly based on the phonological phenomenon of palatalization.

  Abstracting away from some differences, the two analyses converge in that the Korean copula does not form an 

independent word syntactically.5) In this paper, I will claim that none of the proposals hold, not able to address the 

morphological and syntactic properties of the copula as presented in the paper. I claim the copula in Korean is 

syntactically an independent word, which in turn can offer a more empirically plausible account for the properties of the 

Korean copula. 

2.1 Korean Copula as Clitic

Chung and Kim (2002) argues that the Korean copula ita ‘be’ is lexically an independent word, that is, to put it in the 

minimalist terminology, in the numeration (Chomsky, 1995). The copula in Korean, according to them, thus projects its 

argument structure, forming the syntactic dependency between the copula and its complement, as shown above in (2) 

and (3), repeated below as (7) and (8), respectively.

(7) a. Ku   drama-ese   cwuyeon  paywu-nun   John   i-ta.       

that  drama-in     lead          actor-TOP    John   be-IND

‘The lead actor in that drama is John.’ 

b. John-un       ku    drama-ese   cwuyeon paywu   i-ta.        

John-TOP   that  drama-in     lead         actor     be-IND

‘John is the lead actor in that drama.’

c. Ku-nun    John   i-ta.                                   

he-TOP   John   be-IND

‘He is John.’

5) Kim (1986), and Kendall and Yoon (1986) suggest that the Korean copula is a phrasal affix, which amounts to say that the copula does 

not form an independent word syntactically. This is like the claim for the Korean copula as a clitic by Chung and Kim (2002) and others 

including Kuh (1988) and Oh (1991).
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(8) a. Ku  pyenci-nun    John-ulopwute   i-ta.                 

the  letter-TOP     John-from          be-IND

‘The letter is from John.’

b. John-un             pyello               i-ta.                

John-TOP          not specially    be-IND

‘John is not specially good.’

c. Mwuncey-nun    [CP ku-ka          nwukwu   i-nci]            i-ta.    

problem-TOP           he-NOM    who          be-COMP    be-IND

‘The problem is who he is.’

At the same time, they argue that the copula in Korean later on undergoes syntactic cliticization to the host to be 

bound, thus not an independent word syntactically. Their analysis of the Korean copula as a clitic is mainly based on the 

morphological co-occurrence restriction for the post-nominal morphemes in Korean as below in Table 1. 6)  

Table 1. Nominal Template (adapted from Yang, 1972)

N-root Postposition Conjunction X-LIM Z-LIM

eykey DAT

hanthey DAT

kkey HON.DAT

ey DAT/LOCATIVE

eyse LOCATIVE

(u)lo DIRECTIVE

kkaci GOAL

kkeyse HON.NOM (subj)

(k)wa  ‘and’

(i)lang  ‘and’

man ‘only’

kkaci ‘even’

ka NOM

i NOM

lul ACC, ul-ACC

(n)un TOP

uy GEN

to ‘also’

Only one morpheme of each slot can be realized at a time in the order as specified in the template above in Table 1. 

With the co-occurrence restriction of post-nominal morphemes in mind, consider the following sentences:

(9) a. John-i            haksayng-(*i)     i-ta.

John-NOM    student-NOM     be-IND

‘John is a student.’

b. John-i            haksanyg-(*ul)    i-ta

John-NOM    student-ACC      be-IND

‘John is a student.’

The sentences above in (9) show that the nominative and accusative case morphemes cannot appear in the presence of 

the copula ita ‘be.’ Based on this, Chung and Kim (2002) claims that the copula, although lexically an independent 

6) The nominative case is phonologically conditioned. When the subject NP ends with a vowel or a semivowel, it is realized as ka, 

otherwise as i.
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word, is cliticized to the host, namely, the complement NP above in (9). The copula, according to them, thus competes 

for the Z-LIM slot on the nominal template with the nominative and accusative case morphemes, leading to the 

ungrammaticality of the sentences in (9), violating the co-occurrence restriction for the post-nominal morphemes. 

  Their argument, however, is not convincing, especially given the grammaticality of the following sentence: 

(10) I      iyaki-nun      Mary-eykey-to    i-ta.

this  story-TOP     Mary-to-also      be-IND

‘This story is also for Mary.’ (Chung and Kim, 2002: 46)

The sentence above in (10) should be ungrammatical since the copula should compete with the morpheme to ‘also’ 

for the single slot of Z-LIM, violating the co-occurrence restriction for the post-nominal morphemes, which, however, 

is not the case.

  Furthermore, the claim by Chung and Kim (2002) for the copula as a clitic is undermined from the cross-linguistic 

perspective. As observed by Zwicky (1985), clitics among other properties have the following property in (11), which is 

particularly relevant for the present discussion (also see Zwicky and Pullum, 1983):

  

(11) Typically, certain inflectional affixes close off words to further affixation. Correspondingly, an element that 

closes off combinations to affixation, or indeed to cliticization, should be a clitic.

(Zwicky, 1985: 287)

Now, notice that the sentences below in (12) show that the copula does not close off combinations to further 

affixation of past tense and honorific (HON), strongly suggesting that the copula is not a clitic.

(12) a. John-un       ttwienan        mwullihakca   i-ta.

John-TOP   outstanding   physicist          be-IND

‘John is an outstanding physicist.’

b. John-un      ttwienan       mwullihakca  i-ess-ta.

John-TOP  outstanding   physicist        be-PAST-IND

‘John was an outstanding physicist.’

c. John  kyoswunim-un     ttwienan       mwullihakca   i-si-ess-ta.

John  professor-TOP     outstanding   physicist        be-HON-PAST-IND

‘Professor John was an outstanding physicist.’

  2.2 Korean Copula as Affix

Cho and Sells (1995) in the meantime suggest that the Korean copula is an affix, more specifically, an inflectional 

suffix. The main argument for their proposal has to do with the phonological phenomenon of palatalization from Ahn 

(1985). Korean has a rule that palatalizes an alveolar consonant when it precedes the high front vowel [i]. However, the 
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rule only applies to words with affixes but not in compound, or phrases as claimed by Ahn (1985) within the framework 

of lexical phonology (Kiparsky 1982; Mohanan 1982). Indeed, as one can see below in (13-14), palatalization applies in 

both (13a) and (13b) involving the nominative case morpheme and the copula, respectively. In contrast, it does not 

apply in (14a) and (14b) involving a compound and a VP phrase, respectively.

(13) a. [path-i]         →   [pachi] 

field-NOM 

‘field’ 

b. [path  i-ta]      →   [pachida]

field  be-IND

‘be a field’

(14) a. [path  ilang]    →   *[pachirang]

field  ridge

‘field ridge’

b. [path   ilkuko]  →  *[pachilgugo]

field  till

‘till the field’

It is thus argued that, like the nominative case morpheme in (13a), which is an affix, the copula in (13b) is an affix, 

too, bound to the NP path ‘filed,’ being subject to palatalization. Palatalization apparently serves as an argument for the 

Korean copula as an affix. At the same time, it should be noted in advance that the argument is not convincing at all, 

especially given the many arguments for the Korean copula as an independent word syntactically as will be presented 

below in sections 3 and 4. 

  Suppose for the moment that the Korean copula is an affix. One then cannot account for the syntactic dependency 

holding between the complement and the copula above in (7) and (8), repeated below as (15) and (16), respectively. 

(15) a. Ku   drama-ese  cwuyeon  paywu-nun   John    i-ta.

that  drama-in    lead         actor-TOP     John    be-IND

‘The lead actress in that drama is Mary.’ 

b. John-un      ku    drama-ese   cwuyeon paywu   i-ta.

John-TOP   that  drama-in    lead           actor    be-IND

‘John is the lead actor in that drama.’ 

c. Ku-nun    John   i-ta.

he-TOP    John  be-IND

‘He is John.’
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(16) a. Ku  pyenci-nun   John-ulopwute   i-ta

the letter-TOP     John-from         be-IND

‘The letter is from John.’

b. John-un           pyello               i-ta.

John-TOP        not specially    be-IND

‘John is not specially good.’

c. Mwuncey-nun    [CP ku-ka       nwukwu   i-nci]         i-ta.

problem-TOP           he-NOM   who     be-COMP    be-IND

‘The problem is who he is.’

What is more, the claim for the copula as an inflectional suffix amounts to say that the sentences above in (15) are 

produced by the phrase structure rules below in (17), and those in (16) by the ones below in (18), since inflectional 

morphemes, quite unlike derivational morphemes, do not change the syntactic category they attach to.

(17) a. IP  →  NP  NP 

b. IP  →  NP  PP  NP

c. IP  →  NP  NP

(18) a. IP  →   NP  PP

b. IP  →   NP  ADVP

c. IP  →   NP  CP

The phrase structure rules above in (17) and (18), however, are in direct violation of X’-schema in the X’-theory (see 

Chomsky, 1995, among others) (see Oh, 1991 for a similar observation).   

  Furthermore, recall that affixation is a morphological process by which an affix attaches to the host, the 

morphological base, namely a word stem. The claim for the copula as an affix is thus highly dubitable, especially given 

the example above in (16c) where the copula takes a CP as its complement, repeated below as (19).  

(19) Mwuncey-nun    [CP  ku-ka         nwukwu   i-nci]          i-ta.    

problem-TOP            he-NOM   who         be-COMP   be-IND

‘The problem is who he is.’

According to the claim for the Korean copula as an affix, it follows that the copula attaches to the clausal level CP, a 

process, which is untenable.  

  Now, the question that immediately arises is what the precise nature of the copula in Korean is if it is not a clitic or 

an affix. Below in sections 3 and 4, I will present various arguments morphological and syntactic in nature, which 

strongly suggest that the copula in Korean forms syntactically an independent word. 
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3. Morphological Argument

   Placement of the negation morpheme an ‘not’ is a strong argument for the Korean copula as an independent word 

syntactically. Korean has two types of negation. One is long form negation, and the other short form negation as 

illustrated below in (20a) and (20b), respectively, with NOMI standing for the nominalizer.

(20) a. John-i           chayk-ul       ilk-ci             an       hayssta.

John-NOM   book-ACC   read-NOMI   NOT   did

‘John did not read a book.’  

b. John-i          chayk-ul       an       ilkessta.

John-NOM  book-ACC   NOT   read

‘John did not read a book.’

The long form negation requires ha ‘do’ support in its formation along with the attachment of the nominalizer 

morpheme ci to the un-tensed verb stem as shown above in (20a). Meanwhile, the short form negation places the 

negation an ‘not’ before the verb as in (20b). The precise nature of the negation an ‘not’ is quite a controversy in the 

literature, regarding whether it is base-generated as part of the verbal morphology or a separate functional projection 

(see Song, 1971; Yang, 1976; Han, 1987; Choe, 1988; Ahn, 1992; Lee, 1993; Cho, 1994; Choi, 1999a, 1999b, 2013, and 

Hagstrom, 2000), among many others). 7)  Independent of the controversy surrounding the precise nature of the negation 

an ‘not,’ what is important for our present discussion is that it demarcates the left periphery of an independent verb as 

shown by the contrast of grammaticality below in (21).

(21) a. John-i          chayk-ul      an      ilk-ess-ta.

John-NOM  book-ACC  NOT  read-PAST-IND

‘John did not read a book.’

b. *John-i           chayk-ul       ilk-an-ess-ta.

John-NOM   book-ACC   read-NOT-PAST-IND

‘John did not read a book.’

The negation an ‘not’ cannot intervene between morphemes within a word as shown above in (21b). Now, with the 

negation an ‘not’ marking the left periphery of an independent word in mind, consider the sentence below in (22) in the 

form of a short form negation involving the copula.

(22) John-i            mwullihakca-(ka)    an     i-ta.

John-NOM    physicist-NOM      NOT  be-IM

‘John is not a physicist.’

7) An anonymous reviewer notes that an ‘not’ may be an adverb. Indeed, the precise nature of an ‘not’ has been quite a controversy. Lee 

(1993) and Choi (2013) suggest that an ‘not’ is a right-adjoined VP adverb. Meanwhile, various other proposals has been made as in 

Yoon (1990), Cho (1994), Chung (1996), Choi (1999a, 1999b), and Hagstrom (2000), among others. Whatever the precise nature of an 

‘not,’ the fact is that it appears as part of the verb on the surface. 
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It should be noted in passing that when the copula is negated as above in (22), the complement NP has nominative 

case optionally realized. What is important for the present discussion is that the negation an ‘not’ intervenes between 

the copula and its complement NP, demarcating the left periphery of the copula ita ‘be.’ This state of affairs strongly 

suggests that the copula is indeed syntactically an independent word.

4. Syntactic Constituency Arguments  

  In this section, I will present various constructions directly having to do with the syntactic constituency of the 

Korean copula to support the present thesis that the Korean copula is indeed syntactically an independent word.   

4.1 Predicate cleft construction

  Consider first the following sentence in (23), which is known as the predicate cleft construction in the literature (see 

Chung, 1994; Koopman, 1984), among others.

(23) John-i            ku    chayk-ul      ilk-ki-nun               ilkess-ta.

John-NOM   that  book-ACC   read-NOMI-TOP    read-IND

‘Indeed, John read that book.’

Predicate clefting is an operation copying the X0 predicate at the overt syntax (see Koopman, 1984: 37). Indeed, as 

shown above in (23), only the verb is copied to the exclusion of the complement. Interestingly, the predicate cleft 

construction below in (24) involving the copula shows exactly the same pattern of copying the verb, with DELIM 

standing for delimiter. 

(24) a. John-un       ttwienan       mwullihakca   i-ki-nun              i-ta-man,               kolona-lo

John-TOP   outstanding  physicist         be-NOMI-TOP  be-IND-DELIM   corvid-due to

ipen  hakki-ey       nonmwun-ul    han pyen-to         mot-ssess-ta.

this  semester-in    paper-ACC     one paper-even    not wrote-IND

‘Indeed, John is an outstanding physicist, but he could not write a single paper this semester due to the Corvid 

pandemic.’ 

b. Mary-nun      sengsilhan     haksayng   i-ki-nun               i-ta-man,              kolona-lo          ipen hakki-ey

Mary-TOP     diligent         student       be-NOMI-TOP    be-IND-DELIM   corvid-due to    this semester-in

hakkyo-ey   cacwu      mot-wass-ta.

school-to     often        not came-IND

‘Indeed, Mary is a diligent student, but she could not come to school often this semester due to the Corvid 

pandemic.’ 

What is copied above in (24a) and (24b) is only the copula to the exclusion of its complement NP. This state of 
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affairs suggests that the copula is not bound to the NP either as a clitic or as an affix, but is syntactically an 

independent word. 

 

  4.2 Coordinate construction

  Coordinate construction is one of the standard constituency tests in the literature. The construction involves 

coordinate conjunctions such as and, or, and but as shown below in (25). 

(25) a. I [came home] and [sat down].

b. Sandy was [angry at Terry] but [ashamed of her own behavior] (Culicover, 2009: 83) 

If two strings of words A and B are conjoined by the coordinate conjunction, each of them forms a constituent and 

belongs to the same type of a syntactic category as shown above in (25). With the coordinate construction as a standard 

test for constituency, consider the following coordinate construction in Korean:

(26) Na-nun   [CP John-i           Minimalist  Program-ul     [ ilkess-nunci   (hokum)   an      ilkess-nunci] ]

I-TOP          John-NOM   Minimalist  Program-ACC   read-COMP    or          NOT   read-COMP

molukessta.

do not know

‘I do not know whether John read The Minimalist Program or not’

In the example above in (26), only the past tense form of the verb ilkta ‘read’ is conjoined with the negated 

counterpart by the coordinate conjunction hokum ‘or’ to the exclusion of its complement NP, which is quite expected 

given that the verb ilkta ‘read’ forms a constituent of its own. What is interesting for the present discussion is that the 

same pattern of coordinate conjunction also holds for the Korean copula as shown below in (27).

(27) Na-nun    [CP John-i              ttwienan        mwullihakca  [ i-nci           (hokum)    an     i-nci]]      

I-NOM          John-NOM     outstanding   physicist          be-COMP     or          NOT   be-COMP   

molukessta.

do not know

‘I do not know whether John is an outstanding physicist or not’

The copula and its negative counterpart are conjoined by the coordinate conjunction hokum ‘or’ to the exclusion of its 

complement NP above in (27). This clearly shows that the copula ita ‘be,’ like the verb ilkta ‘read’ above in (26), also 

constitutes a separate constituent of its own, namely an independent word. 

  Next, consider the following sentence where the complement NP of the copula is con-joined by the coordinate 

conjunction kuliko ‘and’ to the exclusion of the copula:
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(28) John-un        [NP  mwullihakca  kuliko   cakka ]   i-ta.

John-TOP           physicist        and        writer     be-IND

‘John is a physicist and writer.’

The coordinate construction above in (28) shows that the NP mwullihakca ‘physicist’ with the other NP cakka 

‘writer’ forms a separate constituent of NP to the exclusion of the copula, which in turn suggests that the copula is 

syntactically an independent word.

  4.3 Gapping 

  Gapping is an ellipsis phenomenon that elides the tensed verb in the second conjunct coordinated with another 

clause containing the same verb in head initial languages as English. In the meantime, the same operation elides the 

tensed verb in the first conjunct coordinated with another clause containing the same verb in head final languages as 

Korean (Abe and Hoshi, 1995; Choi, 2019b; Hernández, 2007; Johnson, 1994, 1996, 2006; Ross, 1970). The different 

pattern in gapping along this parameter is as illustrated below respectively in (29) and (30). 

(29) John bought a computer and Mary Ø a cellphone. 

(Ø =bought)

(30) John-un      computer-lul    Ø,   Mary-nun      cellphone-ul         sa-ss-ta.

John-TOP   computer-ACC       Mary-TOP    cellphone-ACC    buy-PAST-IM

‘John bought a computer and Mary a cellphone.’

(Ø = sass-ko ‘bought-and’)  

Ross (1970) dubs gapping as in English above in (29) forward gapping and gapping in Korean as above in (30) 

backward gapping, since gapping occurs in the second conjunct in the former, whereas it occurs in the first conjunct in 

the latter. Ross further goes on to suggest that the two types of gapping are closely associated with the word order 

parameter across languages. Head-initial languages like English allow forward gapping only, whereas head-final 

languages like Korean allow backward gapping only (also see Koutsoudas, 1971, and Hernándes, 2007, among others). 

With the cross-linguistic fact on gapping in mind, consider the following sentence in (31):

  (31) Mokpo-nun     hangkwu, Ø,     Mangsang-un       hayswuyokcang  i-ta. 

Mokpo-TOP   harbor                Mangsang-TOP   beach                  be-IND

‘Mokpo is a harbor, and Mangsang is a beach.’

(Ø = i-ko ‘be-and’)

The sentence above in (31) clearly shows that what is elided is the tensed verb in the first conjunct, which is another 

piece of evidence that the Korean copula forms syntactically an independent word. 
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  As we saw thus far, the various syntactic constituency tests in this section, together with the morphological 

argument in section 3 lead to the conclusion that the copula forms an independent word syntactically, refuting the 

proposal for the copula either as a clitic (Chung and Kim, 2002) or as an affix (Cho and Sells, 1995). Recall that a cltic 

and an affix do not form an independent word, being bound to the host.  

  Before closing the section, recall that the palatalization phenomenon in Korean as above in (13-14) repeated below 

as (32-33) shows that the copula in (32b) behaves like the word internal inflectional suffix of nominative case 

morpheme in (32a), both undergoing palatalization, quite unlike a compound word in (33a), or a phrase in (33b). 

(32) a. [path-i]         →   [pachi]   

field-NOM  

‘field’ 

b. [path  i-ta]      →   [pachida] 

field  be-IND 

‘be a field’ 

(33) a. [path  ilang]    →  *[pachirang]          

field  ridge  

‘field ridge’

b. [path  ilkuko]  →  *[pachilgugo]      

field  till

‘till the field’

Also, recall that the parallel behavior of the copula and the nominative affix with respect to the phonological 

phenomenon of palatalization was taken as an argument for the former as an affix, too (Cho and Sells, 1995). At the 

same time, given the morphological and syntactic arguments so far for the copula in Korean forming an independent 

word syntactically so far, the phonological argument for the Korean copula as an affix as based on the examples above 

in (32-33) is not that convincing. 

  The important question that immediately arises is then how we reconcile the examples above in (32-33) involving 

palatalization with the present conclusion that the copula in Korean is syntactically an independent word.

  For this, note that quite unlike syntactic operations, phonological phenomenon can very often occur across word 

boundary, disguising syntactic constituency, especially between two adjacent words involving the copula. In English, 

for example, the copula and the preceding subject NP are pronounced like a single word in a natural pronunciation, 

although the copula is an independent word syntactically, as shown below in (34) (also see Labov, 1969 for the related 

discussion).8)

8) One may wonder why the copula is often subject to the phonological phenomenon across word boundary as shown by the palatalization 

in Korean in (32) and contraction in English in (34). Note that the copula is a function word, with the grammatical function of linking 

the subject with the complement. It has little semantic content. Incidentally, note in passing that the nominative case morpheme in (32a), 

being inflectional, is also functional in nature, although it is a bound morpheme.
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(34) a. It is my daily routine.

b. It’s my daily routine. 

When one pronounces (34a) naturally without articulating the subject pronoun and the copula separately, the two 

words are pronounced like a single word with contraction, being homophonous with the single word its, the possessive 

form of it below in (35). 

(35) The company announces its daily routine every morning.

What is going on above in (34b) is thus a good illustration of the phonological phenomenon disguising the syntactic 

boundary of words. 

  Similarly, one may suggest that the same thing is going on in Korean copula and its complement as above in (32b) 

with regard to palatalization. One pronounces the NP complement and the copula like a single word when pronouncing 

them naturally without articulating each of them, although the copula in Korean is an independent word syntactically 

like the English copula. It is thus the case that the phonological phenomenon of palatalization disguises the syntactic 

boundary of words between the copula and its complement, much like English. It is therefore of no surprise that (32a) 

and (32b) are in tandem with regard to palatalization.  

  Put together, the examples above in (32-33) involving the phonological phenomenon of palatalization do not serve 

as an argument against the present proposal that the copula in Korean is syntactically an independent word.  

5. Conclusion

  I argued that Korean copula is syntactically an independent word. It is not a clitic as claimed by Chung and Kim 

(2002), according to which the copula, although an independent word lexically, undergoes cliticization later on to the 

complement of the copula, thus losing its status as an independent word syntactically. I also argued that the Korean 

copula is not an affix, either, as claimed by Cho and Sells (1995), according to which the copula, being a bound 

morpheme, is not an independent word not only lexically but also syntactically. I presented various arguments, 

morphological and syntactic in nature, to support the present thesis that the copula is indeed an independent word 

syntactically. 
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